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CGA72 Classmate Legacy
Class – Marv sent me the following suggestion on 01/12/2021:
Perhaps suggesting that Classmates consider drafting their own Obit while still alive &
well may be a Good idea.
Would likely save considerable Stress on those U leave behind who will likely have
considerable other issues to contend with.
I have considered his suggestion and feel it makes sense. I am willing to set up a legacy page
for our classmates to post their own legacy on our web site.
To start, and to make it easier on me, I propose that you would create your own legacy
document saying whatever you want with text and photos. Create it in whatever format you
want and then send it to me, mark.d.n@comcast.net, as a pdf file. I would then post it on a
legacy page on our web site. Once it is posted, all can see and read it.
To revise or update: If you decide later to revise or update it, just revise it and send the
updated version to me to repost.
Then when the inevitable "crossing the bar" occurs, a memorial web page can be set up to
include your legacy document.
Guidelines:
1) Format & form - This is up to you. Obit, resume, free form or some other format are
OK. You're in the driver seat as to how you want your legacy to look and read. Texts, pictures,
hyperlinks, etc. are all OK.
2) pdf Format - You can create your legacy document using any program you want but it must be
converted to pdf format for me to post. If you cannot convert to pdf, send your original
formatted legacy document to me and I will try to convert it to pdf format for you.
3) Document size - Please try to keep your legacy document to a reasonable size. If it gets too
large, I may request you to reduce its size.

Mark Noll
CGA72

